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Mock test (TSB2023): Level 1 
 

Each question carries 1 mark (Total duration: 90 min.) 

 

1. Out of the following options, select the correctly spelled word: 

(1) somthing   (2) something 

(3) somehting   (4) sumthing 

 

 

2. Out of the following options, select the correctly spelled word: 

(1) baill   (2) bahl 

(3) baal   (4) ball 

 

 

3. Out of the following options, select the correctly spelled word: 

(1) cat    (2) cakt 

(3) katt    (4) catt 

 

 

4. Out of the following options, select the correctly spelled word: 

(1) dogg   (2) ddog 

(3) dawg   (4) dog 

 

 

5. Out of the following options, select the correctly spelled word: 

(1) sory   (2) sorry 

(3) sorri   (4) sorrie 

 

 

6. Out of the following options, select the correctly spelled word: 

(1) fammily   (2) famely 

(3) family   (4) famili 

 

 

7. Out of the following options, select the correctly spelled word: 

(1) freind   (2) fiend 

(3) frend   (4) friend 

 

 

8. Out of the following options, select the correctly spelled word: 

(1) peaple   (2) people 

(3) peple   (4) pepole 
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9. Out of the following options, select the correctly spelled word: 

(1) teecher   (2) teachar 

(3) teacher   (4) teachor 

 

 

10. Out of the following options, select the correctly spelled word: 

(1) animal   (2) anamal 

(3) animol   (4) anemal 

 

 

11. Out of the following options, select the correctly spelled word: 

(1) resaurant   (2) resturant 

(3) restaurant   (4) restraunt 

 

 

12. Determine the right antonym of the specified word: hot 

(1) heat   (2) warm 

(3) wet    (4) cold 

 

 

13. Choose the correct synonym of the given word: small 

(1) huge   (2) big 

(3) large   (4) little 

 

 

14. Select the masculine of the given word: girl 

(1) lady   (2) man 

(3) boy    (4) woman 

 

 

15. Select the feminine form of the given word: son 

(1) daughter   (2) sister 

(3) mother   (4) wife 

 

 

16. Choose the correct antonym of the given word: expensive 

(1) costly   (2) high-priced 

(3) cheap   (4) premium 

 

 

17. Identify the correct antonym for the word provided: interesting 

(1) exciting   (2) wrong 

(3) boring   (4) entertaining 

 

 

18. From the options below, select the synonym of the given word: street 

(1) different   (2) road 

(3) extended   (4) dark 
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19. Choose the masculine form of the given word: aunt 

(1) nephew   (2) cousin 

(3) uncle   (4) sister 

 

 

20. Pick out the proper feminine form of the following word: waiter 

(1) waitress   (2) cheffette 

(3) servant   (4) hostess 

 

 

21. Determine the right antonym of the specified word: slim 

(1) total   (2) whole 

(3) complete   (4) fat 

 

 

22. Choose the appropriate synonym for this word: watch 

(1) silly   (2) look 

(3) stupid   (4) dull 

 

 

23. Form the correct word from the given jumbled letters: eaplp 

(1) paple   (2) leapp 

(3) apple   (4) pleap 

 

 

24. Unscramble the following letters to form a word: mniala 

(1) animal   (2) alnaim 

(3) manial   (4) anamli 

 

 

25. Choose the correct arrangement of the following jumbled word: bfstreaka 

(1) bafreakst   (2) brekasfat 

(3) breakfast   (4) breakfsat 

 

 

26. Rearrange the letters to form a meaningful word: hsgpipno 

(1) shoppnig   (2) shoppign 

(3) shogpnping  (4) shopping 

 

 

27. Make a meaningful word from the given jumbled letters: kichnet 

(1) kitchen   (2) tchinke 

(3) netchik   (4) chitken 
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28. Choose the accurate spelling for the provided image: 

 

 
(1) ballon   (2) baloone 

(3) balloon   (4) balleon 

 

 

29. Select the correct spelling for the given image: 

 

 
 

(1) buildling   (2) buildign 

(3) building   (4) buidling 

 

 

30. Select the correct spelling for the given image: 

 

 
 

(1) cheeze   (2) cheese 

(3) chese   (4) chess 
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31. Select the correct spelling for the given image: 

 

 
 

(1) elephent   (2) elefant 

(3) elephant   (4) elyphant 

 

 

32. Select the correct spelling for the given image: 

 
 

(1) mouse   (2) mouze 

(3) mause   (4) mous 

 

 

33. Select the correct spelling for the given image: 

 
 

(1) windoe   (2) window 

(3) wendow   (4) windoow 
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34. Determine the missing letter in this word: flow_r 

(1) a    (2) o 

(3) e    (4) u 

 

 

35. Identify and choose the missing letter from the given word: tr_in 

(1) e    (2) a 

(3) i    (4) o 

 

 

36. Fill in the blank with the correct letter in the following word: f_mily 

(1) i    (2) a 

(3) o    (4) e 

 

 

37. Select the letter that correctly completes the word: home_ork 

(1) w    (2) t 

(3) h    (4) l 

 

 

38. Can you find the missing letter in this word? bedr_om 

(1) e    (2) i 

(3) a    (4) o 

 

 

39. Find the extra letter in the word: fathern 

(1) t    (2) a 

(3) n    (4) h 

 

 

40. Find the extra letter in the word: blancket 

(1) n    (2) b 

(3) t    (4) c 

 

 

41. Find the extra letter in the word: misthake 

(1) h    (2) t 

(3) k    (4) s 

 

 

42. Find the extra letter in the word: thirkteen 

(1) t    (2) h 

(3) k    (4) r 

 

 

43. Find the extra letter in the word: vegentable 

(1) e    (2) n 

(3) v    (4) t 
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44. Find the extra letter in the word: apfternoon 

(1) p    (2) t 

(3) f    (4) r 

 

 

45. Identify the incorrectly spelled word in the provided sentence: 

"I love choclate milk so much." 

(1) choclate   (2) love 

(3) much   (4) milk 

 

 

46. Identify the incorrectly spelled word in the provided sentence: 

"I am taking a new coorse at school." 

(1) new   (2) coorse 

(3) taking   (4) school 

 

 

47. Identify the incorrectly spelled word in the provided sentence: 

"We had a good conversaton about movies." 

(1) about   (2) movies 

(3) good   (4) conversaton 

 

 

48. Identify the incorrectly spelled word in the provided sentence: 

"I need to go to the supermarkit for groceries." 

(1) need   (2) the 

(3) supermarkit  (4) groceries 

 

 

49. Identify the incorrectly spelled word in the provided sentence: 

"I always brush my teeth after I eat breakfist." 

(1) breakfist   (2) brush 

(3) teeth   (4) always 

 

 

50. Identify the incorrectly spelled word in the provided sentence: 

"I like to read books about computhers." 

(1) like    (2) read 

(3) books   (4) computhers 

 

 

51. Determine the word that belongs to the group: 

morning, afternoon, evening, ___________. 

(1) night   (2) breakfast 

(3) lunch   (4) dinner 

 

 

52. Determine the word that belongs to the group: 

spring, summer, fall, ___________. 

(1) month   (2) year 

(3) winter   (4) day 
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53. Determine the word that belongs to the group: 

Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, ___________. 

(1) hour   (2) calendar 

(3) week   (4) Wednesday  

 

 

54. Determine the word that belongs to the group: 

January, May, July, ___________. 

(1) Monday   (2) month 

(3) December    (4) week 

 

 

55. Determine the word that belongs to the group: 

foot, hair, leg, ___________. 

(1) head   (2) room 

(3) money   (4) music 

 

 

56. Match the correct spelling to the definition below. 

Definition: A book that lists the words of a language and gives their meaning. 

(1) dictionar   (2) dictionery 

(3) dictionari   (4) dictionary 

 

 

57. Match the correct spelling to the definition below. 

Definition: A team sport in which two teams of five players each compete. 

(1) basketbal   (2) baskitball 

(3) basketball   (4) baskettball 

 

 

58. Match the correct spelling to the definition below. 

Definition: a thing that tells the time and which is usually in or on a building and not worn by a 

person. 

(1) cluck   (2) clock 

(3) clok   (4) clack 

 

 

59. Match the correct spelling to the definition below. 

Definition: the period from Friday evening through Sunday evening, especially regarded as a 

time for leisure. 

(1) weakend   (2) weekand 

(3) weekend   (4) wekend 

 

 

60. Match the correct spelling to the definition below. 

Definition: a room where students learn. 

(1) classroom   (2) classrom 

(3) classrum   (4) classroome 
 


